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54 Houses Made for Kids

Almost 
Teenagers

And now for the

high-intensity years.

You know what I mean.

Kids nine or even younger

officially become preteens

when suddenly they de-

cide they’ve got to be with

friends (either in person

or on the phone), must

have the right clothes,

and have to personalize

their rooms from floor to

ceiling.

Rooms for preteens are

three-dimensional por-

traits of who they are or

who they want to be. For

girls, the portrait is likely

to be frills and ruffles.

Boys this age create dens of sports or music, dinosaurs

or computers, whatever excites them. 

Kids can have their room their way, and parents can

make it work better for them by creating atmosphere

without sacrificing practicality. In a girl’s room, for ex-

ample, wrap a trellised arch around the window and

complete the structure with a window seat containing

inset drawers. For a boy, frame the windows with lock-

ers instead of a trellis.

�This interesting construction divides one 
room into three: a study center, a sleeping area,
and a perch with shelves and a cabinet nested
beneath. Fun but sophisticated, the room will
age well.
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Preteens need space—literally and figuratively. After

raiding the refrigerator, they and their friends will stam-

pede to their room. That’s why compartmentalizing the

room is important. The areas where kids sleep and do

homework and keep their clothes should be separate

from the place where the crowd sits and listens to mu-

sic. Mold that conversation niche with a soffit and par-

tition enclosure, a lowered ceiling or a ring of built-in

bench seating (which could be

used as an extra bed when a

friends stays over). 

Junk overload can become 

a real issue at this stage. An 

expansive system of shelves, cab-

inets, pigeonholes, and racks—

built under seats and counter-

tops; around doors, windows,

and desks; in corners and along

any unused wall space—can fit

into the theme of the room

while helping kids keep books

and magazines, CDs and videos,

clothes, and accumulated stuff

from taking over. ✷

�Rather than paint the walls 
one color and the trim anoth-
er, the architect/owner of this
New England house chose a
palette of colors that open up
a small room with the help of
a big round window.
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�Columns, platforms, built-ins, and beams
define efficient zones and leave plenty of open
space in the center of this cool room. The plat-
form houses a bed plus a window alcove with
versatile futon-like couch.

�Preteens with all-consuming interests 
are happy in total-immersion rooms like this
one. The wall mural and the faux-painted cabin
walls create a woodland world even in the city.
Fitted out with shelves, the beached canoe rein-
forces the theme while doing a job holding
books and trophies.
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Alittle sunlight makes a big
difference in kids’ spaces.

Natural light adds a spark of
magic to the tiniest room or
out-of-the-way corner. Cut a
window opening to turn a clos-
et into a playhouse. Pierce the
roof with a skylight to create a
bright attic room. Use glazed

rather than solid walls to ex-
tend sunlight into interior
spaces. It’s not always neces-
sary to cover windows with
curtains or shades. For privacy
and light, consider replacing
clear glass with frosted panes.

Natural Light Works Wonders

�Cathedral ceiling, exposed beams, a 
skylight, and a bold red fan combine to make
compelling territory for a preteen. White walls
expand the room with reflected light. Storage
bins or an extra mattress for sleepovers can be
stowed under the high bed. 



Loft beds make such great use of

space that it’s easy to understand 

why they are so popular in college 

dormitories—or anywhere space is at a

premium. And whatever a loft bed can

accomplish in a dorm room, it can do

Sleeping Over (and Under)

with much greater style in a child’s 

bedroom.

An architect built this “room in a box”

of heavy timbers to relieve the off-

putting squareness of his daughter’s

closetless room. Now she’s got a cur-

tained closet, a bed with

loft bunk, and built-in

shelving.

Although a room doesn’t

have to be tiny to justify a

loft bed, the structure will

dramatically increase us-

able space. When compa-

ny is over, the loft dou-

bles as an extra bed. The

rest of the time, the loft

serves as a secret get-

away or retreat.

Though fairly easy to

construct, they’re also for

sale from many bunk bed

manufacturers. Whether

building or buying, there

are a few things to consid-

er. First, make sure that
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�An architect built this room 
in a box to relieve the off-
putting squareness of his
daughter’s closetless room.
Now she’s got a curtained
closet, a cozy bed with a loft
bunk, and lots of built-in
shelving.
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no portion of the loft is resting on mov-

able furniture that can shift and cause

the structure to collapse. Lofts should be

freestanding. And don’t make the loft

out of pressure-treated wood. Treated

lumber is designed for outdoor use only

and its chemicals can be hazardous in an

enclosed space.

Lofts should stand without leaning

against the walls or putting pressure on

the ceiling. Safety railings on top bunks

are a must. If the loft is placed parallel to

and up against a window, safety railings

should always be installed on the win-

dow side, too.

Because houses often have different

ceiling heights, be sure and measure

twice before ordering a loft bed. The

bed will work best if there is enough

room between the top of the mattress

and the ceiling so that a child can sit up

in bed. The large room (shown above) is

wide open, yet organized into study,

storage, and play zones. The high point

of the room is a tall loft that is both bed

platform and gateway to a cupola.

�The two preteens who share this awesome
room have space to spread out and up—to a
loft and, above that, a cupola. The main floor is
sectioned into game zone, study center, storage
place, and basketball court. Alcoves notched 
into the wall double as reading nooks and extra
beds for friends. The architect arranged the
space so a wall can be built when the boys 
get older, splitting the room into two.

Bedrooms and Baths

�The curtain over the lower bunk in this loft 
bed rolls up and ties off out of the way. When
the curtain drops, the lower bed becomes a pri-
vate retreat for the girl. On top is room for a
friend to sleep over.
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�Nestled under the eaves, 
this room keeps things orga-
nized by locating the built-in
desk in one alcove and display
shelves in another. The L-
shaped bunk  helps segment
the open space; the lower
berth can be a couch or an ex-
tra bed for sleepovers.

�Look for opportunities to showcase kids’ 
interests. This baseball fan’s bedroom uses
sporty locker room metal cabinets for storage
and a bat-studded headboard. Collectibles cov-
er rugged faux-brick and stone walls.
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Kids’ rooms are flooded with stuff.

Most kids don’t know what to do

about it, and they don’t even recog-

nize that it bothers them. But when

the chaos subsides, they feel better.

Parents can do their kids a favor by

helping them control the clutter. Par-

ents can’t change their kids’ personal-

ities, but can set up a system that will

Clutter Control
harmonize with their children’s

habits. If a child is basically disorga-

nized, don’t expect absolute order.

Instead, propose that she keep her

desktop clear, or reserve one shelf

for loose papers, or toss all her

sports gear into one big box. For a

messy kid, hooks are more likely to

be used than hangers, and big con-

tainers are more practical than rows

of little cubicles and shelves.

Plenty of built-in storage, including

a desk and computer center, help

keep this well-planned room orga-

nized (see the photo at left). The lam-

inate cabinet system with inset desk

covers one whole wall. A beam out-

lines a display bay at the entry, and

the bathroom connects to another

corner of the room.

Even young children can get orga-

nized. Ask them how they want to

group their stuff—Legos in one bas-

ket, cars and trucks in another? If

they pick the system, they’ll probably

use it. A simple bin system may be

best for teens. They can pile clean

clothes in one, dirty clothes 

in another. If all else fails—there’s 

always the yard sale. Even a plain

wood cabinet can assume a personali-

ty of its own with some imaginative

application of paint and trim (photos

shown at right).

�There’s no limit to what a 
cabinet can become with a lit-
tle paint and a good dose of
creativity. Most preteen girls
would purr over a colorful
cabinet like this one.

�Durable, easy-to-clean, and affordable 
laminate built-ins fill out an entire wall in
this bedroom, which is visually sectioned off
by the perforated beams and steel posts. By 
building in the desk and shelving, the archi-
tect found space for a homework center.


